Throughout this paper D will denote a bounded domain in Euclidean w-space R n , and T will be a bounded, continuous, single-valued transformation from D into R n . For such transformations, concepts of essential bounded variation and essential absolute continuity have been defined and studied by Rado and Reichelderfer ([3] , IV. 4). In this paper a characterization of essential absolute continuity will be given. The characterization suggests a definition of uniform essential absolute continuity and some of the consequences of this definition will be investigated. 2 If x is a point in R n and C is a component of T~ιx which is closed relative to R n , then C is termed a maximal model continuum (x, T,D) ([3] , II. 3.1, Definition 1). Denote by <£ = <£(2\ D) the class composed of all sets C for which TC is a point in R n and C is a maximal model continuum for {TC, T, D) . Let © = <ϊ(Γ, D) be the subset of ® consisting of those elements C each of which is an essential maximal model continuum (briefly e.m.m.c.) for {TC, T, D) ([3] , II. 3.3, Definition 1); the set E = E(T, D) = U C, Ce © ( [3] , II. 3.6) . Let (£ f = Gf^Γ, /?) be the subset of 6f consisting of those elements C each of which is an essentially isolated e.m.m.c. (briefly e.i. e.m.m.c.) for {TC, T, D) ([3] , II. 3.3, Definition 2); the set E, = E,{T, D) = U C, Ce^ ([3] , II. 3.6.). Finally, let @f = @f(Γ, D) be the subset of © 4 consisting of those elements of @ { which consist of single points; the set Ef = E^T, Z>) = UC, Cee? ( [3] , II. 3.6). The sets E, E, and E? are Borel sets ([3] , II. 3.6, Theorem 1).
If T is eBV in Z>, then a necessary and sufficient condition that T be essentially absolutely continuous (briefly eAC) in D ( [3] , IV. 4.2) is that T satisfies the condition (N) on the set E{T, D) ( [3] , IV. 4.2, Theorem 3) i.e., if S C E and ^fS = 0, then £fTS = 0. DEFINITION 1. T will be said to satisfy the (ε, δ) condition on a subset A of D if for every ε > 0 there exists a δ > 0 such that if SEA and jSfS < δ, then ^fTS<ε.
Clearly if Γ satisfies the (ε, δ) condition on each of a finite number of subsets of />, then Γ satisfies the (ε, δ) condition on any subset of their union. Also, if A is a Borel subset of D, then T satisfies the (ε, δ) condition on A if and only if for every ε > 0 there is a δ > 0 such that if S is a Borel subset of A and ^fS < δ, then ^TS < ε. THEOREM 
Suppose T is eBV in D. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that T be eAC in D is that T satisfies the (ε, δ) condition on the set E(T, D).
Proof. Since T is assumed to be eBV in D it suffices to prove that a necessary and sufficient condition that T satisfies the condition (N) on the set E is that T satisfies the (ε, δ) condition on E. Since the proof of the sufficiency is immediate, we proceed to a proof of the necessity. If T satisfies the condition (N) on E, then, by Lemma 4 of [31, IV. 4.2, £? T(E -Ef) = 0 and so T clearly satisfies the (ε, δ) condition on E -Ef. Since T is eBV in D, ^X^ = 0 and so T satisfies the (ε, δ) condition on T^X*. Since E is a subset of the union of the sets E -E Ί P , T-'Xoo and E? -Γ'X, in view of the remarks following Definition 1 it remains only to be shown that T satisfies the (ε, δ) condition on E, p -T^Xoo whenever T satisfies the condition (N) on E. Assume then that T does not satisfy the (ε, δ) condition on Ef -Γ~LX>o. The proof will be completed by showing that T does not satisfy the condition (N) on E. Since Ef and T^X^ are Borel sets, their difference is a Borel set. Thus the assumption that T fails to satisfy the (ε, δ) condition on Ef -T^X^ implies, in view of the remarks following Definition 1, that there is an ε 0 > 0 such that for every positive integer k there is a Borel set S k S Ef -Γ^X, such that ^S k < 1/2* and SSTS k ^ ε 0 . Let S* -lim sup S k (= Γl"=i U**»S*)-S* is a subset of Ef -T ι X^ and so
(1) S*E£7.
For every positive integer n, S* 5 \J k^n S k and so J^fS* <ί 1/2*" 
By (4), (5) and (6), (7) j^ΓS*>0
Now (1), (2) and (7) imply that T does not satisfy condition (N) on E.
3. DEFINITION 2. For every positive integer j let D 3 be a bounded domain in R n and let Γ y be a bounded, continuous, single-valued transformation from Dj into R n . The transformations JΓ, will be termed uniformly essentially absolutely continuous (briefly UEAC) provided:
(i) For each j, T 3 eBV in D 3 and (ii) Given any ε > 0, there is a δ > 0, depending only on ε, such that for all j the following is true: if S is a subset of E(T jf Dj) and SfS < δ, then ^TjS < ε. Note that if the transformations T o are UEAC, then, by Theorem 1, Proof Let ε > 0 be given and let δ be the corresponding positive number in ( By (1), (2) and (4) ( 5) Since (5) has been proved for an arbitrary ε > 0, it follows that £fTA = 0.
4. Theorem 2 suggests the question: under the hypotheses of Theorem 2 does T satisfy the condition (N) on E(T, /))? Note that T does satisfy the condition (N) on E?(T, D) . In the remainder of the paper some results pertinent to this question will be presented.
Reichelderfer 
If d(C, ^^Γ) and d(C, JZfT) are finite and equal, their common value is denoted by M(C, T) and is termed the T magnification at C.

Lemma 1. Lei p be a positive number and let A be a T set with the following properties: (i) If u e A, then there is a set C e &i(T, D) such that u e C and d{C, SfT) > p.
(
ii) If C e &i{T, D) and C C A, then for every domain G in R % which contains TC and has a sufficiently small diameter it is true that T~ΎG possesses exactly one component D which meets A. Note that D must contain C and (provided only that the diameter of G is sufficiently small) be a m.i.d. T ([4], 4 and 5, Lemma 2).
Then seA ^ \\p Proof, Let η be any positive number. The proof will be completed Let % e A. Then T^ e TA and by (3) there is a Q* e G* such that Tu e Q*, Since the corresponding D* is the only component of T~XQ* ON ESSENTIAL ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY 1567 which meets A it must contain u. Thus A g U D* and (6) By (4), (5) and (6), ^fA ^ 1/p £fTA + η. Since η is any positive number, the conclusion of the lemma is established. Proof. If iϊ is not empty (the equality is trivial otherwise) then @i(Γ, D) is not empty and hence, by the Lemma in [4] , 14, the set E { can be expressed as the union of a countably infinite sequence of T sets U k with the following property:
(1) If C e&i and U k Ξ> C, then for every domain G in R n which contains TC and has a sufficiently small diameter it is true that T~ιG possesses exactly one component D which meets U k .
For every positive integer n let φ Λ be the subclass of § consisting of those elements C for which d(C, SfT) > 1/n. Put H n = UC, Ceφ n and let if Λft = iZ, Π t/*. Then H= \jH n and, for each w, fl" n = ufl,*. The proof will be completed by showing that ^fH nk = 0 for arbitrary n and fe. Since H n and ί/^ are T sets, (2) iί πfc is a T set. 
If Ce&i and C ϋϊ H nk , then for every domain G in iϋ" which contains TC and has a sufficiently small diameter it is true that T~ιG possesses exactly one component D which meets H nk .
(2), (3), (4) (iv) T satisfies the condition (N) on B> (iv)' ^fTB=0 and (iv)" £fB = 0 and (i), (ii) and (iii) together with (iv) or (iv)' or (iv)" imply that T is eAC in D.
Proof. First it will be shown that (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) imply that T is eAC in D. By the Theorem in [4] , 16, there exist T sets V and F" contained in D such that ^F' = 0, £?TV" = 0 and if Ce^T, D) and C does not meet V U F", then M(C, T) exists and is positive. In view of (iii), in order to conclude that T is eAC in D it is sufficient to prove that T satisfies the condition (N) on E = E(T, D). Clearly it is sufficient to show that T satisfies the condition (N) on each of the following sets whose union is E: S 2 = E -E iy S 2 = Ef f S 3 = (E { -Ef) n F\ S 4 -(#, -#?) ΓΊ V" and S 5 -(E { -Ef) -(F' U F"). Since Γ is eBV in Z>, £fTS 1 = 0 (this is proved in the first step in the proof of the theorem in [4] , 18) and so T satisfies the condition (N) on S λ . Any subset of S 2 is a T set contained in E and it follows by Theorem 2 that Γ satisfies the condition (N) on S 2 . Again by Theorem 2, Jδf TS 3 = 0 and so Γ satisfies the condition (AT) on S 3 . ^^ TS 4 g ^ΓF'' = 0 and so ϊ 7 satisfies the condition (N) on S 4 . S 5 is a subset of B and so (iv) implies that T satisfies condition (N) on S 5 .
If ( 6. It is reasonable to inquire whether (i), (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 3 are sufficient to conclude that T is eAC in D. After all, each of the sets C in 33 is a non-point continuum for which the T magnification is positive and yet whose image under T is a single point in R n . Might not (i), (ii) and (iii) imply, say, (iv)' (or equivalently (iv) or (iv)")? Since the class S3 is clearly countable when T is a transformation into R\ TB is then a countable set. Thus (iv)' is always satisfied when T is a transformation into R 1 . However, the author has constructed an example in R 2 for which (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied and for which the limit transformation is not eAC ([6] ). In the example the limit transformation T is modeled on an example by Cesari ([1] , IV. 13.1, Example A). The transformation that Cesari defined provides an example of a plane mapping that is eBV but not eAC. The example in [6] is somewhat more complicated by the need for (i) and (ii) Mathematical papers intended for publication in the Pacific Journal of Mathematics should be typewritten (double spaced), and the author should keep a complete copy. Manuscripts may be sent to any one of the four editors. All other communications to the editors should be addressed to the managing editor, L. J. Paige at the University of California, Los Angeles 24, California. 50 reprints per author of each article are furnished free of charge; additional copies may be obtained at cost in multiples of 50.
